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Chapter 1691 He Is Fine 

“No wonder,” Dr. Cai frowned and said. “When we examined Ning Wenhao previously, we took his 

blood for examination and found that his infection didn’t fit into any of the eight major types. “We 

originally planned to report this to the hospital to help with the examination. Fortunately, you arrived in 

time.” 

Nuannuan nodded, “When I extracted a piece of his lung for research, I also discovered that the bacteria 

he was infected with were not non-cellular. They had their own cells and molecular structure, but they 

were not prokaryotic or eukaryotic. What he’s infected with is a type of bacteria we have never seen 

before.” 

“Could his type be contagious?” Dr. Cai asked. 

“No, it’s not contagious.” 

“That’s good.” 

The infusion was completed in an hour. During this hour, Ning Wenhao’s body began undergoing 

changes. However, because the medicine had just entered his body and a large area of his body was 

infected, there was little effect for the time being. 

Three hours later, the monitoring equipment showed that the infected cells attached to his lungs had 

begun to slowly fade. His lungs gradually went from black to white, and then slowly from white to a 

ruddy red. 

Five hours later, Ning Wenhao’s lungs were completely ruddy and healthy-looking. 

Dr. Cai attempted to reduce the power of the ventilator, and Ning Wenhao’s lungs immediately became 

active. 

Then, he simply turned off the ventilator. 

Ning Wenhao, who had previously been lying down with his chest rising and falling like a bellow and had 

been unable to breathe independently, was now breathing steadily. 

Not long after he took in a breath, his brain became conscious. Slowly, Ning Wenhao opened his eyes. 

“Hao!” 

Seeing that her son had really opened his eyes and was recovering, Mrs. Ning pounced onto the bed 

happily and held onto his hand tightly. She wanted to ask him if he felt better, but she was already 

sobbing. 

It was Ning Wenhao who smiled at his mother. “Mom, I’m fine. I’ve made you worry.” 

Although he had been under the control of the ventilator and his mind was muddled, he could vaguely 

tell what was going on around him. 

One day, he would individually slap everybody who had ever bullied his mother. 



“As long as you’re fine… You’re fine…” 

Ning’s mother was still crying so intensely that she could not speak a complete sentence. 

When Ning Wenhao had been lying there unconscious, she had had to calm herself down every day to 

keep going on. However, now that Ning Wenhao was well, the fear of losing her son came flooding back. 

Ning Wenhao looked at his mother, feeling very guilty. Then, his eyes landed to Chi Yang and Nangong 

Nuannuan, whom he immediately flashed a sunny smile. 

“Boss, Sis-in-law, thank you.” 

Chi Yang stood in front of the bed and looked at Ning Wenhao. After a long time, he said, “If it weren’t 

for your sister-in-law, I would never have seen you again.” 

Then, he rubbed Nuannuan’s head. 

Ning Wenhao, who had been greeted with their PDA just after opening his eyes, was speechless. 

“Mom, I want to eat something that tastes really intense.” 

Mrs. Ning frowned. “You just opened your eyes. I don’t even know if you can eat, and you want 

something intense. What are you thinking?” 

“I don’t know, but I’m watching my boss and Sis-in-law put on a PDA show in front of me. I need 

something to cleanse my palate!” 

Mrs. Ning, “…” 

“Miss Nangong, is my Hao really okay? Can he have some porridge?” 

Chapter 1692 What Would That Entail? 

Mrs. Ning’s heart ached when she saw how much weight her son had lost in just ten days. 

Nangong Nuannuan smiled. “He’s fine now. He can eat as much as he wants. But his stomach is still 

weak after not eating for such a long time. You should eat something soft first before resuming your 

normal diet tomorrow.” 

At this moment, a nurse went out to report the situation. Old Master Ning and the others knew that 

Ning Wenhao had woken up and was fine, so they immediately requested to go in to visit him. 

Qin Muyang had no reason to stop them, so he let Old Master Ning in. “Hao, how are you? My child, 

you’ve suffered so much!” 

After Old Master Ning walked through the door, he walked to Ning Wenhao’s side with a loving 

expression. He looked no different from a kind grandfather. 

Xiao Yushan followed behind Old Master Ning and said, “Hao, your sudden coma scared your 

grandfather. His blood pressure has been rising for the past few days, and he hasn’t been able to sleep. 

When you get out of the hospital, you have to show your filial piety to him.” 



Seeing that Nuannuan was disgusted by these people’s presence, Chi Yang said to Ning Wenhao, “You 

have a good rest. Your sister-in-law and I will go back first.” 

“Okay.” Ning Wenhao did not want these people’s ugly faces to disturb his sister-in-law, so he quickly 

nodded. “Boss, Sis-in-law, take care.” 

Seeing this, Mrs. Ning immediately stood up, wiped her tears, and said, “Chi Yang, Miss Nangong, thank 

you. Another day when Hao is better, we’ll come to thank you.” Before Chi Yang could say anything, 

Ning Wenhao said, “Mom, Boss and Sis-in-law are the people closest to me. I’m pretty mad you’re 

holding off on thanking them.” 

Ning’s mother blushed and said in embarrassment, ‘I’m sorry. I’m sorry. Then…” 

Chi Yang gave Ning Wenhao’s mother a reassuring look and said, “We’ll come and see him tonight.” 

Old Master Ning looked at Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan and said, “Chi Yang, Miss Nangong, no 

matter how good your relationship with Hao is, as his grandfather, I still have to thank you. You’ve been 

working tirelessly all night. Go back and rest. Haohan, send Chi Yang and Miss Nangong out.” 

“Yes.” 

Ning Haohan was about to send them off with a smile when Chi Yang interrupted him. 

“There’s no need for that.” 

After saying that, he turned around and left. 

He had no intention of giving Old Master Ning any face. 

Old Master Ning frowned unhappily. He turned to Ning Wenhao and said with a smile, “Chi Yang is really 

young and promising. And not only is he powerful, but his fiancée is too. Hao, do you know who your 

sister-in-law is?” 

Ning Wenhao looked at his grandfather coldly and said, “No matter who she is, she’s still my Sis-in-law.” 

Old Master Ning was very displeased with Ning Wenhao’s attitude, but when he remembered that he 

had heard a few days ago that Ning Wenhao was actually one of the three mysterious shareholders of 

Shengyang Group, he decided to put up with it. One of the three major shareholders. What would that 

entail? 

The Ningwen Group supported the entire Ning family. Although the Ningwen Group had three listed 

subsidiaries, there were several other companies that were not listed and chains had also been opened 

all over the country. However, the Ningwen Group had 34 shareholders. Although the majority of the 

shares were still controlled by their own family, including all the shares held by him and his two sons, 

that only amounted to 43%. When all the shares were divided amongst their owners, even the 

chairman, Ning Haohan, only had 15%. 

Chapter 1693 Hypocrite 

What about Ning Wenhao? 



Ningwen Group and Eagle Eye Group were both first-tier conglomerates. The Eagle Eye Group might not 

be able to reach Ningwen Group’s total turnover, but they were only established ten years ago, and in 

just ten years, they had already reached the level of first-tier conglomerates. Their momentum when it 

came to development was even greater than that of the Imperial Phoenix Group. 

The Eagle Eye Group only had three shareholders, and Ning Wenhao owned at least 20% of their shares. 

Who would not be jealous of that? 

Xiao Yushan took this opportunity to inquire about his discharging. When she returned, she said to Ning 

Wenhao, “Hao, I spoke to Dr. Cai just now. He said that you’re already fine. You’ll be discharged after 

three days of observation in the hospital. You’ve just recovered from a serious illness, so after you’re 

discharged, you can go straight back to the Ning family. Your grandfather and I will be with you, along 

with many servants. It’s a lot better than the small villa you and your mother live in. You only have one 

servant in your small villa. If I let you go back to that, your grandfather won’t feel at ease.” 

“No need. I want to go back to my home.” As soon as Xiao Yushan finished speaking, Ning Wenhao 

immediately refused. 

“Child!” Old Master Ning reprimanded him, though in a loving tone. “Your surname is Ning. Therefore, 

the Ning family is your home. No other place is your home. Do you understand?” 

“No. In my heart, where my mother is is home to me. Anywhere without her isn’t my home.” Ning 

Wenhao retorted easily. “Hao!” Ning Haoran said unhappily from the side. “Your grandfather is old and 

can’t stand the stubbornness of the younger generation. This matter is settled. When you’re discharged 

from the hospital, you’ll return to the Ning family. There are so many servants in the Ning family who 

can take good care of your health.” 

Ning Wenhao sneered. “My mother is getting old too.” 

“Hao, you’re already a grown man, and you’re a soldier too. Why are you speaking so harshly? As 

expected, living with an uncultured person has been a bad influence on you! Don’t forget that your body 

is flowing with the noble blood of the Ning family.” 

As soon as Ning Haohan finished speaking, Ning Wenhao lifted the cup in his hand and smashed it on 

Ning Haohan’s head. 

“Argh!” 

Ning Haohan cried out in pain and immediately cradled his head. 

Even as he tried to plug up the wound, blood still flowed out between the gaps of his fingers. 

Xiao Yushan, who was at the side, screamed in fear. 

“Ning Haohan, if you dare to say that my mother is a bad influence again, I’ll tear your mouth apart!” 

“Hao!” Seeing that not only Ning Wenhao had not only hit, but also dared to threaten his uncle, Old 

Master Ning finally could not help but shout angrily. 

Who knew that Ning Wenhao would explode at that? 



“Don’t call me Hao! How hypocritical! As if I’ve forgotten what happened when I was 10 years old. Let 

me tell you, the blood that flows in my body is my parents’ blood, and it has nothing to do with the Ning 

family! 

“Long ago, when my father sacrificed himself, you stole his shares and drove me and my mother out of 

the Ning family! From then onwards, I have nothing to do with the Ning family anymore! Don’t think 

that just because I’ve talked to you before and called you Grandpa, Eldest Uncle, and Youngest Uncle, 

you really think of yourself as my elders. Let me tell you this—if my mother hadn’t said that you were 

my father’s family and told me not to be too rude to you for his sake, do you honestly think that I’d talk 

to any of you?”. 

Chapter 1694 The Unspeakable Things in the Ning Family 

“Also, don’t think I couldn’t hear what you said when I was unconscious. I know how you treated my 

mother! Let me tell you, my mother is my soft spot. In the past, I only agreed to keep in contact with you 

people because you treated my mother fine. But now you’ve taken advantage of my critical illness 

notice and my mother’s isolation to separate me and her. So, don’t blame me for not recognizing you as 

my relatives! Get lost! All of you get lost!” 

“Ning Wenhao! I’m your grandfather!” Old Master Ning roared; his voice louder than Ning Wenhao’s. 

Ning Wenhao put on a mischievous smile. “I refuse to admit that! What can you do to me?” 

“You!!! If your father finds out in the afterlife…” 

Before Old Master Ning could finish, Ning Wenhao picked up the apple that Xiao Yushan had washed for 

him and took a bite out of it. He sneered. “If my father finds out in the afterlife that after his death, you 

seized the company he personally founded and stole his shares, then drove his wife and son out of your 

family, he’ll probably be so angry he’ll come back to life just to kill you all so you can leave again with 

him!” 

“What nonsense are you talking about?!” Ning Haoran roared angrily. 

Ning Wenhao was a black sheep of the Ning family, someone who would never relent no matter the 

advice nor punishment thrown at him. 

When he was happy, he could still speak like a civilized human. However, when he was unhappy, his 

words would sound more hurtful than all the horrors of the world combined. 

“Hao, Grandfather never wanted to chase you out of the house! You were still young then, so how could 

I have given you your father’s shares? If I had, wouldn’t your mother just have taken them away? How 

could our Ning family’s shares fall into the hands of outsiders? Back then, Grandfather always wanted to 

kick your mother out. You know that even when your father was still around, he never acknowledged 

your mother. But you’re still a descendant of the Ning family. How could Grandfather not acknowledge 

you? Those few years of mistreating you were only to let you know how difficult the world was so you 

would give up and return to the Ning family. That was just grandfather’s test for you.” 

“You tested me until I got meningitis, was issued a critical notice, and was about to die? I wanted to ask 

you to help me find a better doctor, yet you weren’t willing? If it wasn’t for my boss, Chi Yang, finding 



out about my condition and helping me back then, would I still be alive now to see your ugly faces?” Old 

Master Ning, “…” 

“Or was the test to see if I could peacefully coexist with the daughter-in-law of the Chi family that you 

acknowledge and treat like she’s my real mother? But when it comes to her child, I don’t know whether 

I should call him a brother or youngest uncle!” 

Old Master Ning’s face suddenly turned red, and he shouted angrily, “Ning Wenhao!” 

Then, he clutched his heart and looked like he was in pain. 

“Ning Wenhao, are you crazy? What on Earth are you talking about?” Ning Haohan shouted in shock. 

Ning Wenhao took another bite of the apple and asked casually, “What? Grandfather dares to do bad 

things, yet I can’t say anything about it? Xiao Yushan, I usually don’t argue with you for the sake of my 

mother. You’re a woman who cheated on my father. I don’t want to talk about your disgusting business. 

But I advise you for the last time, don’t mess with my mother. My mother doesn’t owe the Ning family 

any money, and she has no ties to the Ning family. So if anyone tells me that you’re making things 

difficult for my mother again, do you believe I’ll destroy everything the old man has ever built?” 

Chapter 1695 Why Did You Not Say So Earlier? 

“You traitor-” Before he could even finish his sentence, Old Master Ning fainted because he could not 

bear the immense anger. Fortunately, this was a military hospital. Old Master Ning, who was now 

unconscious from anger, was immediately pushed into the resuscitation room. 

Mrs. Ning looked at the empty ward and was still in a state of shock. 

“H, Hao, what did you say? Whose son did you say Ning Wenqi was?” 

Ning Wenhao took another bite of the apple to fill his completely empty stomach before he said, “Mom, 

Dad never betrayed you. You were the only person he loved. When the Ning family refused to recognize 

you and asked my dad not to marry you, the old man chased you away and even lied to my dad that you 

took his money and left. My father was discouraged and married Xiao Yushan. 

“At the time, my father thought that since you were no longer by his side, it would be the same no 

matter who he married, so he complied with the family’s arrangement. Who would have known that 

after Xiao Yushan married into the Ning family, my father would not touch her at all? He didn’t even 

touch her when she drugged him. When Xiao Yushan tried to drug my father for the second time, the 

old man mistakenly ate it. After that, Xiao Yushan became pregnant. My father found out that he had 

been cheated on. He originally wanted to divorce Xiao Yushan, but the old man refused. He said that my 

father had wronged Xiao Yushan in the first place, and that rumors were going around, so letting Xiao 

Yushan give birth to this child would shut the people up. In the future, he wouldn’t force my father to 

have sex with Xiao Yushan. My father didn’t love Xiao Yushan anyway, so she could do whatever she 

wanted. With the old man’s promise, he was looking forward to soon becoming free. “But my father 

didn’t know that his ‘son’ was actually his younger brother. Later, when Ning Wenqi grew up, my father 

saw that he looked like a member of the Ning family, so he checked everyone’s DNA. In the end, he 

discovered that Ning Wenqi’s DNA was 99.99% similar to that damned old man’s, while only 62% similar 

to his own.” 



With that, Ning Wenhao took another bite of the apple. He was starving to death. 

When Mrs. Ning heard this, she suddenly cried out, “How… How did you know? Who told 

you?” 

Ning Wenhao’s eyes darkened slightly, “My father told the old man before his last mission. I happened 

to hear it from behind some corner. My father told the old man that he knew Ning Wenqi’s identity. The 

old man explained to my father why Xiao Yushan was pregnant with his child. He also told my father not 

to take it to heart, saying that the child would always be my father’s son. 

“My father didn’t comment on the matter at all. He only said that if anything happened to him on this 

mission, if the Ning family wasn’t willing to recognize you and me, they could let us go. The inheritance 

he left behind would be enough for us to live on.” 

At this point, Ning Wenhao sneered, “My father probably didn’t consider that his Ningwen Group would 

be divided up right after he sacrificed himself. The position of chairman would be taken by someone 

else, and the shares would be taken back. All the assets under his name would be frozen, and the 

pension he intended to leave behind became non-existent.” 

Mrs. Ning did not care at all about the fact that Ningwen Group was originally Ning Wenyu’s. She cried 

out, “You stupid child, why didn’t you tell me earlier? You made me misunderstand your father for so 

long. You should’ve told me!” 

She thought about the man who had always protected her in his heart. 

Chapter 1696 Not a Good Wife 

When Mrs. Ning came home with their son in tow, Ning Haoyu was so happy. Yet, she had ignored him 

because he now had a child with another woman. 

At this moment, Mrs. Ning felt like her heart was about to cripple from the pain. 

Now that she thought about it, no matter what Old Master Ning said, did, or threatened to do, Ning 

Haoyu had been unwilling to give up their love. He was even willing to leave the Ning family and become 

an ordinary soldier from a rich family for her sake. 

However, because of her damned self-esteem and her inability to withstand Old Master Ning’s taunts, 

she was afraid that Ning Haoyu would not be able to protect the two of them. Therefore, when she was 

three months pregnant, she finally reached a breaking point with Old Master Ning’s oppression and left 

Ning Haoyu. 

She did not expect the man who she thought had betrayed their love to keep the promise they made 

when they first met, even after ten years. 

When she recalled how she had mocked and ridiculed this man so much, Mrs. Ning felt that she was 

very laughable, sad, and pitiful. 

Even many years after Ning Haoyu’s death, every time she thought about him, she would deliberately 

recall those times when he did not do well enough, encouraging herself to think of him less. 



Even after hearing it from her son’s mouth, Mrs. Ning had a hard time accepting it. For a long moment, 

she cried her heart out and kept asking Ning Wenhao why he did not tell her immediately after finding 

out. 

Ning Wenhao looked at his mother crying and did not stop her. It was not until his mother had cried 

enough that he said, “I wanted to tell you at first, but when I walked out of the room, Dad found me and 

knew that I heard everything, so he told me not to tell you.” Mrs. Ning cried and said, “So, you just 

listened to him? Even if you’d told me, would I ever expose the Ning family’s scandal?” 

Ning Wenhao looked at his mother. He felt that although his mother was good to him and loved him 

with all her life, his mother was not worthy of his father. “Do you think my father didn’t want me to tell 

you because he was afraid that you’d find out about the Ning family’s scandal?” Mrs. Ning, “…” 

“My father told me that his mission would be very dangerous. He was afraid he wouldn’t be able to 

return, so he asked me not to tell you. He said that you were a sensitive and fragile person. If I told you 

about this, and he didn’t come back, you’d be very sad.” 

Mrs. Ning stopped crying and looked at Ning Wenhao in a daze. For a moment, her eyes were a little 

unfocused. 

“Mother, I know it hasn’t been easy to raise me on your own. I’ll always be your most filial son, but I’ve 

been hiding some things in my heart for many years now-things I’ve always wanted to tell you. 

“You’re a good mother, but you weren’t a good wife, and you’re not a good woman. Take the love 

between you and my father as an example. My father always tried his best to love you, but your love for 

him was always second to your low self-esteem. 

“You left my father back then for me, supposedly because you were afraid that my grandfather would 

harm me. But it was actually because you didn’t trust my father. At the same time, your inferiority 

complex was worsened by the old man’s treatment and manifested as extremely low self-esteem. You 

abandoned your love for these reasons. Think about it. If it were me, would you have left so easily? No 

matter how much the old man harmed you, you’d do everything in your power to stay with your son, 

right?” 

Chapter 1697 Living in the Past 

Mrs. Ning looked at her son with tears in her eyes, unable to say a word. 

“Later, God gave you a second chance. I was sick and you needed money, so you found my father again. 

I can’t remember what happened because of the illness, but from what I can remember, my father was 

always a responsible and good father. He was 100% passionate about me and you. 

“I once blamed him for marrying another woman and abandoning us. I even went to confront him, but 

my father only told me that he was bad, that he wasn’t good enough, that everything was his fault, and 

that he would prove that he could be a good father in the future. In the short one and a half years of my 

life since then, although I didn’t see my father many times, his actual actions confirmed one thing to 

me—that he was the best father in the world.” 

Mrs. Ning listened to Ning Wenhao’s words and burst into tears once again. 



“Mother, happiness isn’t given to anyone. Happiness comes from ourselves.” Ning Wenhao pointed at 

his own heart. 

“My father loves me, and he loves you, so even if you ignored him and pretended he never existed, he 

still used his love to take care of us as much as he could, never complaining. Even when you ignored 

him—when he did things for you and bought things for you-he could never hide the smile in his eyes. 

“But during that second chance with my father, what did you do? You were angry; angry that my father 

married someone else and had a son with her. Angry that that woman was always messing with you, 

looking to embarrass you. So, every time my father expressed his love to you, you had always despised 

it. 

“Until my father died, you spent most of your time crying your eyes out until you nearly went blind. 

Then, you fainted and slumbered for a long while. Because of this, the old man took advantage of my 

young age and the fact that you were unable to do anything in your fainting spells. That allowed him to 

sweep the inheritance that my father left for us clean. 

“Mom, don’t you think you’ve always been very self-centered and stuck in the past? Fate time and time 

again chose to favor you, yet you squandered it every time. Back then, you chose to leave my father and 

just like that, you left for ten years. I don’t understand why you were so angry and sad when you 

brought me back to see my father. Have you forgotten that you were the one who betrayed the 

relationship? 

“My father ignored the past and treated us so well, yet you kept him a thousand miles away from your 

heart until he died. You were so heartbroken you fainted. If I had told you about what my father said 

any earlier, wouldn’t you be even more heartbroken?” 

Mrs. Ning cried so hard she could not even speak. She blamed herself deeply as she thought about the 

painful past involving Ning Haoyu. 

“It’s my fault! It’s my fault! It’s all my fault! I’ve let him down…” 

“So, do you feel like you’ve let my father down? In the future, you’ll definitely accompany him all the 

time. You’ll go to his grave every day to burn incense and accompany him. From now on, your life will be 

nothing more than being a walking corpse.” 

Mrs. Ning, “…” 

“You’ll watch me worry for you and feel sorry for you, but you won’t be able to escape from this vicious 

cycle. You’ll be unable to help yourself from missing my father frantically. So, you’ll continue to immerse 

yourself in this until you miss out on all the time that can be spent with me instead…” 

Chapter 1698 Believe It or Not 

“When you die, or when I die, you’ll suddenly come back to your senses. Would you have realized that 

you’ve missed out on another chance of happiness with your family by then?” 

Mrs. Ning, “…” 



“Mother, I beg you, please move on. The dead is dead. You’ve already let my father down, so don’t let 

his son down. Now, I have enough power to protect you and let you live a happy life. I hope that you can 

be like other rich ladies. Even without the company of your husband, you can still live agood life.” 

Mrs. Ning looked at Ning Wenhao. At this moment, she felt like her son had really grown up. 

He had grown up to be a man as strong as his father. 

Ning Wenhao held Mrs. Ning’s hand. “Mother, live a good life with me! Since you didn’t become the 

daughter-in-law of the Ning family while my father was alive, what reason do you have to be filial now 

that my father had already passed away? Don’t you agree?” 

Although Ning Wenhao’s words were a little harsh to Mrs. Ning, she saw the hope in her son’s eyes and 

thought about how her son had been lying on a hospital bed with his life on the line. Mrs. Ning’s eyes 

dried as she remembered Old Master’s Ning’s ugly face. 

“Okay. From now on, I’ll live with you. Let’s not bother ourselves with the Ning family anymore!” 

The tension between Ning Wenhao’s brows instantly dissipated, and the corners of his lips curled up 

into a smile. “Mother, you can’t go back on your word!” 

“Okay, I know. It’s all my fault. But you have to agree to me sending a bouquet of flowers to your dad 

every other day.” 

III 

Ning Wenhao looked at his mother for a long time and nodded. “Okay. I’ll get someone to send you 

there. You can’t stay for more than an hour each time.” 

“Okay.” 

In the other room, Old Master Ning, who had recovered from the emergency treatment in time, finally 

came back to his senses. 

Seeing Ning Haoran and Ning Haohan sizing Old Master Ning and Xiao Yushan up, Old Master Ning was 

angry. He shouted, “What are you looking at? Do you really think the nonsense that kid said was true?” 

“How would that be possible?” 

“Of course not!” 

Both of them spoke at the same time. Yet, the tacit understanding that both Ning Haoran and Ning 

Haohan shared was unmissable. Old Master Ning was furious. 

Xiao Yushan’s face was gloomy. She figured that after Ning Haoran died, no one else in the world would 

know. 

She did not expect Ning Wenhao to know about 

it. 

Thinking about the shock Mao Yating felt when she felt found out about what happened, Xiao Yushan 

felt embarrassed. 



After all, Xiao Yushan had boasted about Ning Haoyu’s love for her, and how earth-shattering their sex 

life was, to provoke Mao Yating in the past. 

Now that Mao Yating knew the truth, Xiao Yushan had lost all dignity as Ning Haoyu’s wife. 

“Dad, Ning Wenhao is powerful. Now that he’s okay, he’ll be well protected by the Eagle Special Forces. 

That won’t be good for us. What can we do? Back then, Nangong Nuannuan used Tianheng Holdings to 

buy a large piece of land in a development zone. Since the Shi family didn’t win the bid, the Urban 

Development Department now targets the three pieces of land we had our eyes on to compensate the 

Shi family. Although those three pieces of land added together aren’t even one-third of the size of the 

land in the economic development zone, they’ll still be able to host projects worth well over three 

billion. If we don’t get this project, by next year’s ranking, we’re afraid we’ll fall to the back of the 

corporate race.” 

Chapter 1699 Saving People 

With a dark expression on his face, Old Master Ning snapped, “What’s the point of telling me all this? 

You’re the chairman of Ningwen Group!” 

“I...” 

“Why don’t we let Mao Yating return to the Ning Family?” Ning Haoran could not help but say. 

“Let her return to the Ning family? What do you mean? What should I do if we let her return to the Ning 

Family?” Xiao Yushan asked unhappily. 

“Ning Wenhao is the grandson of the Ning family, and he’s a filial son. If we want to get close to the 

Eagle Eye Group or even the Imperial Phoenix Group, we have to let Ning Wenhao return to the Ning 

family willingly and treat us as his family. But because of our attitude toward Mao Yating in the past, it’d 

be good enough if Ning Wenhao doesn’t go against the Ningwen Group when he becomes strong.” 

“He wouldn’t dare!” Old Master Ning shouted unhappily. 

“Dad, it’s not a question of whether he dares to or not. He has already done so. If he didn’t dare to do 

that or if he still wanted to save a bit of face for you and the Ning family, he wouldn’t have dared to say 

such outrageous words just now.” 

Ning Haoran felt annoyed. “My vacation has ended. Today, I’m going back to the northeastern military 

base. Anyway, do whatever you want. If you can’t treat Mao Yating well, don’t come and look for me 

when Ning Wenhao turns against you.” 

Ning Haoran was disgusted by what he had just heard. 

Although he was a person who valued profits and was willing to help his father to take over his 

grandson’s inheritance, he still had a decent outlook on the world. He could not have done something 

like sleeping with his daughter-in-law. 

It was no wonder that his second brother essentially did not return to the Ning family. If it had been 

him, he probably would never have returned for the rest of his life. 



After Nuannuan and Chi Yang left the military hospital, they got into the car. Nuannuan said, “Big 

Brother Chi Yang, from now on, Ning Wenhao will be a person with supernatural abilities. You have to 

bring out the potential in him in the future so he can reach greater heights.” 

Chi Yang was startled, but he immediately understood. “You mean... my blood was helpful to him?” 

Nuannuan nodded. “You have no idea how precious your blood is. You have to take care of yourself in 

the future!” 

Chi Yang smiled and rubbed Nuannuan’s head. “Ever since I upgraded my supernatural abilities last time 

and absorbed so much jade essence from you, I reckon no one in this world is my match anymore. 

Meanwhile, you know so much and are so capable. You must be careful in the future, understand?” 

“Don’t worry! Although I’m not as powerful as you, I have speed on my side. No matter how powerful 

you are now, when it comes to running away, do you think you can outrun 

me?” 

Chi Yang looked at this person who had once been the number one person on the country’s red list-

Queen who made every country tremble in fear-talkabout how she could run faster than him. He felt 

that his wife had an inexplicable sense of humor. 

He rubbed his wife’s head and said, “In short, be careful.” 

“Yes.” Nuannuan nodded and said, “You also have to be careful.” 

“Don’t worry.” 

The first ray of morning light shone on the ground, coating the entire military hospital in a layer of gold. 

“Are you hungry?” Chi Yang looked at Nuannuan and asked gently. 

Nuannuan touched her deflated stomach and quickly nodded. “I’m so hungry!” 

Looking at her watery eyes, Chi Yang’s heart softened into a puddle of water. His family’s little foodie 

could really eat a lot! 

“Let’s go. I’ll bring you to eat something delicious. I’ll also introduce you to two friends.” 

“Okay.” Nuannuan was very happy when she heard that there was delicious food and new friends 

waiting for her. 

Chapter 1700 Overlord Kitten 

Chi Yang brought Nuannuan to a quiet alley behind a bustling street. The alley was by the river, and it 

was a quiet spot in the middle of the chaos. 

“I have a very powerful subordinate. Although his martial prowess is not as good as Dan Qi’s, his hacking 

skills are similar. It’s just a pity that during the war, his leg was injured and the nerves in his thigh were 

damaged. He can’t stand up anymore. After he retired from the army, he and his sister opened a tea 

house. His sister’s food is especially delicious.” 



Nuannuan was listening to Chi Yang tell her about his comrade and feeling sorry for the soldier. 

However, when she heard that his sister’s food was delicious, her eyes instantly lit up. “Okay, okay, 

okay, let’s go, let’s go!” “We can’t drive in. We can only stop here. It’s only a few steps, so let’s walk in.” 

“Okay.” 

After Chi Yang and Nuannuan got out of the car, they walked hand in hand in the dark alley. It was a 

quiet morning. The mottled sunlight shone through the old trees, and one could hear the crisp chirping 

of birds. 

It was a beautiful morning. 

Chi Yang stopped outside a small house. Just as he was about to push the door open, Nuannuan reached 

out and grabbed him. 
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Chi Yang looked at her in confusion and was about to ask her what was wrong. However, when he saw 

her unusual expression, his face instantly darkened. 

Nuannuan reached out to him. Although it was just a small wordless gesture, Chi Yang very tacitly took 

out his gun from his waistband and turned the silencer on. 

Nuannuan held the pistol and changed from being a fairy bathing in the sunshine in the alley of the 

Emperor District to a female bandit. Chi Yang thought she would quietly push the door open, giving the 

people inside a surprise attack. He had already bent down slightly and was ready to help from the side. 

However, his little kitten, this ‘Overlord’, kicked the wooden door in front of him with a loud bang. 
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The door did not swing open sideways, it fell open from the bottom. 

The few strong screws from the top of the door fell to the ground with no resistance after being kicked 

by the Overlord. 

The brother and sister pair initially wanted to give the new customers a welcome, but… 

The thick and heavy wooden door was smashed to the ground, causing dust to fly everywhere. Then, his 

wife swaggered in. There was no one inside at all. 

Chi Yang, “…” 

If there was no one inside, why had his Nuannuan broken the door down with one kick just now? 

Nuannuan did not feel like what she had done was wrong. After all, it was a habit to her. 

When she killed the poisonous snake that had gotten to Yang Yi in Jiang District, she had also kicked the 

door down. 

When Lil Sun and Lil Ling’er were kidnapped by matchmakers and sold to KYC Island, she had also kicked 

the door down. Of course, here she would also use a kick! 



Upstairs, Huang Zichu and Huang Ziyu were surrounded and being attacked by a group of men in black 

who were wearing helmets. They were already at a disadvantage. Fortunately, this group of people was 

using daggers and short swords. The brother and sister were, after all, members of the Eagle Special 

Forces, so they could still hold their own for a while. 

However, there were simply too many opponents. Moreover, all of them were assassins above S-rank. 

Each of their skills was on par with Huang Ziyu’s. Although they could not compare to Huang Zichu at his 

peak, Huang Zichu’s leg nerves were now damaged, even if this wheelchair had been specially made for 

him. There were many traps in it, so he could kill two or three assassins. However, against these 20 

assassins, he was no match at all. 

 


